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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let G be a finite group and let Cl G be the set of the conjugacy classes
Ž .of G. We write cl G for the set of conjugacy lengths of G. Namely,
< <  4cl G [ C ; C g Cl G s 1, n , n , . . . , n , 4Ž . Ž . 1 2 r
< <where C is the number of elements in C and 1 - n - n - ??? - n .1 2 r
 4Then we say that G is called a group of conjugate type 1, n , n , . . . , n .1 2 r
 4This paper is devoted to the structure of groups of conjugate type 1, n .
w xThis class has been studied by Ito, and it is proved in 4 that if G is a
 4finite group of conjugate type 1, n , then n is a power of some prime p
and G is the direct product of a non-abelian Sylow p-subgroup and an
abelian pX-subgroup. In particular G is nilpotent. Therefore the structure
 4of groups of conjugate type 1, n is reduced to that of p-groups of
 4conjugate type 1, n .
We have deduced the main results from James's complete list of all
6 w xgroups of order p with an odd prime p 5 . The list was given using Hall's
concept of isoclinism. Isoclinism is an equivalent relation between groups
and it preserves the conjugate type. We will classify p-groups of conjugate
 4  24types 1, p and 1, p up to isoclinism. The classification of conjugate type
 n4 Ž .1, p n G 3 is complicated, and we do not know any example except two
series and two groups.
Ž .Let G and H be finite groups. Let p be a prime. We denote by D G its
Ž . Ž .commutator subgroup, by Z G its centre, and by c G its nilpotency class.
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Ž . w xWe denote by o x the order of an element x g G. We denote x, y [
y1 y1 w x ww x x w xxyx y and x, y, z [ x, y , z for all x, y, z g G and G, H [
²w x :h, k ; h g H, k g K . We denote by F the finite field of p elementsp
=  4and F s F y 0 .p p
2. PRELIMINARY
w xWe introduce the following concept which was defined by Hall 2 .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. Let G and H be two finite groups. A pair w , w is1 2
called an isoclinism from G to H if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 w is an isomorphism from GrZ G to HrZ H .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 w is an isomorphism from D G to D H .2
Ž .3 The diagram




Ž . Ž .D G D Hw2
Ž . Ž . Ž .is commuted, where the map a : GrZ G = GrZ G “ D G is definedG
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. w xfor any x, y g G = G by a xZ G , yZ G s x, y .G
If there exists an isoclinism from G to H we shall say that G and H are
isoclinic. It is easy to show that this relation is well defined and in fact an
equivalent relation. The equivalent classes are called isoclinism families.
The following proposition is important.
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 2.2 Hall 2 . Let G and H be finite p-groups. Suppose that
G and H are isoclinic. Then G and H are groups of the same conjugate type.
 a4We shall classify groups of conjugate type 1, p up to isoclinism,
because it seems sufficient by the above definition that we know its
non-central elements, its commutator group, and its commutator relations.
DEFINITION 2.3. Every isoclinism family F has groups of minimal order
called the stem groups of F.
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 2 Hall 2 . Let G be a finite p-group. Then G is a stem
Ž . Ž .group of some family if and only if Z G F D G .
So we will choose convenient stem groups of families conjugate type
 n41, p . Note that a stem group does not have any abelian direct factor.
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 n4The structure of conjugate type 1, p is restricted by the following
theorem.
Ž w x.THEOREM 2.5 Vaughan-Lee 7; 3, p. 341 . Let G be a finite p-group.
Suppose that e¤ery conjugacy class of G contains at most pb elements. Then
ŽbŽbq1..r2D G F p .Ž .
 n4 Ž .Let G be a finite p-group of conjugate type 1, p n F 2 . Then it
follows that the nilpotency class of G is 2 or 3 by this theorem and later
Ito's proposition.
Ž .  43. THE CASE cl G s 1, p
 4We first consider the case of conjugate type 1, p , which is not difficult.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a finite p-group. Then G is of conjugate type
 4 Ž . Ž .1, p and Z G F D G if and only if G is an extra special p-group.
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .Proof. By Theorem 2.5, Z G s D G s p and c G s 2. Suppose
w p xthat for x g G there exists y g G such that x , y / 1. Then
ppw x w xx , y s x , y s 1,
Ž .a contradiction. So GrD G is an elementary abelian p-group and G is an
extra special p-group.
 4Obviously, any extra special p-group is a group of conjugate type 1, p
Ž . Ž .and Z G F D G .
Ž .  244. THE CASE cl G s 1, p
Ž .Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G. Then G, H is
called a Camina pair if x is conjugate in G to xz for all x g G y H and
Ž Ž ..all z g H. G is called a Camina group if G, D G is a Camina pair.
The following theorems are main results in this paper.
 24THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite group of conjugate type 1, p and let
Ž . Ž .Z G F D G . Suppose that G has nilpotency class 2. Then G is one of the
following:
Ž .a G and
w xH s a , a , a , b , b , b ; a , a s b ,² 1 2 3 12 13 23 i j i j
a p s a p s b p s 1 1 F i - j F 3 :Ž .i 3 i j
are isoclinic.
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Ž . < Ž . < 2b G is a Camina group with D G s p .
 24THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a finite p-group of conjugate type 1, p and
Ž . Ž .Z G F D G . Suppose that G has nilpotency class 3 and p is an odd prime.
Then G and
w x w x²H s a , a , b , c , c ; a , a s b , a , b s c ,1 2 1 2 1 2 i i
p p p :a s b s c s 1 i s 1, 2Ž .i i
are isoclinic.
We start with several lemmas.
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a finite group and let A be an abelian normal
subgroup of G. Then
w x w x w xa a , g s a , g a , g1 2 1 2
for all a , a g A and all g g G.1 2
Proof. Trivial.
Ž w x.LEMMA 4.4 Ito 4, Proposition 3.2 . Let G be a finite p-group of
 n4conjugate type 1, p . Then the number of elements of any minimal generator
system of G is at least n, and the order of the subgroup of all the elements of
Ž . norder p of Z G is at least p .
 24Let G be a finite group of conjugate type 1, p . Then we have
< Ž . < 2 Ž .Z G F p and c G is at most 3 by this lemma.
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a finite p-group. Then
w xG : C x s x , g ; g g G 4Ž .G
w² : x Ž .for all x g G. In particular, suppose that x , F Z G for some x g G
Ž .and that Z G is an elementary abelian p-group. Then
² :w xG : C x s x , G .Ž .G
< Ž . < m p m Ž .Proof. We put G : C x s p . Let G s D C x a be a rightG is1 G i
Ž .coset decomposition of G by C G . Then we haveG
w x w x mx , g ; x g G s x , a ; i s 1, . . . , p . 4  4i
w x w x < Ž . < <w xSince x, a s x, a if and only if i s j, we have G : C x s x, g ;i j G
4 <g g G .
w² : x Ž . Ž .Moreover we assume that x , G F Z G and that Z G is an elemen-
Ž .tary abelian p-group. Then a right coset decomposition of G by C x canG
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be written
py1
a a a1 2 mG s C x b b ??? b ,Ž .D G 1 2 m
a , a , . . . , a s01 2 m
where b , b , . . . , b are some elements of G. By the assumption, we have1 2 m
a a a1 2 ma a a1 2 m w x w x w xx , b b ??? b s x , b x , b ??? x , b .1 2 m 1 2 m
Thus we have
m² : ² :w x w xx , G s x , b ; i s 1, 2, . . . , m s p .i
This completes the proof.
 24LEMMA 4.6. Let G be a finite p-group of conjugate type 1, p and let
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z G F D G . Suppose that G has nilpotency class 2. Then GrZ G and
Ž .D G are elementary abelian p-groups.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since G has nilpotency class 2, we have Z G s D G by
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z G G D G . For each x g G y Z G there exists y g G such that
w x Žw x. n Ž .x, y / 1. We put o x, y s p n G 1 . Then we have
ny 1 ny1p pw xx , y s x , y / 1
n ny1p p pw xx , y s x , y s 1,
Ž . Ž p. Ž p. pand C x § C x . Thus C x s G by the hypotheses and x gG G G
Ž . Ž .Z G . Hence GrZ G is an elementary abelian p-group.
Ž . 2Next, if D G has exponent at least p , then there exist x, y g G such
Žw x.that o x, y ¤ p. However we have
p pw x w xx , y s x , y s 1,
a contradiction. This completes the proof.
 24LEMMA 4.7. Let G be a finite p-group of conjugate type 1, p and let
Ž . Ž .Z G F D G . Suppose that G has nilpotency class 3 and p is an odd prime.
Ž . Ž .Then GrZ G and D G are elementary abelian p-groups.
< Ž . < 3Proof. By Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 4.4, we have D G s p and that
< Ž . < 2 Ž .Z G s p and Z G has exponent p.
Ž . w xFor each x g G y Z G there exists y g G such that x, y / 1. We
Žw x. n Ž . Ž .put o x, y s p n G 1 . Then, since G has c G s 3, we can write
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w x y w x Ž .x, y s x, y z for some z g Z G and we have
ny 1 ny1Ž p y2. Ž p y1.ny1 y y yp w x w x w x w xx , y s x , y x , y ??? x , y x , y
p ny 1 ny1 ny1Ž p Ž p y1..r2w xs x , y z .
Since p is an odd prime we have
ny 1ny1 pp w xx , y s x , y / 1
nny1 pp p w xx , y s x , y s 1.
Ž . Ž p. Ž p. Ž .Thus C x § C x and C x s G. Therefore GrZ G is an elemen-G G G
tary abelian p-group.
Ž .It is similarly shown by the proof of Lemma 4.6 that D G is an
elementary abelian p-group.
Now we can prove the main results.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first have D G s Z G . By Lemma 4.6,
Ž . Ž .GrZ G and D G are elementary abelian p-groups.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x be a non-central element of G. Since C x G Z G s D G , it1 G 1
Ž . Ž .follows G 2 C x and GrC x is an elementary abelian p-group.G 1 G 1y
py1 i j Ž .Then there exist x , x g G such that G s D x x C x is a coset2 3 i, js0 2 3 G 1
Ž . w x w xdecomposition of G by C x . We put x , x s c , x , x s c . ThenG 1 1 2 1 1 3 2
² : ² : Ž .by Lemma 4.5, we have c / c . Similarly, by x g G y C x , there1 2 1 G 2
py1 i j Ž .exists x g G such that G s D x x C x is a coset decomposition4 i, js0 1 4 G 2
Ž . w x ² : ² :of G by C x . We put x , x s c . Then c / c .G 2 2 4 3 1 3
Ž . ² : ² : Ž . < Ž . <1 Suppose that c f c , c . Then c , c , c s Z G by Z G3 1 2 1 2 3
3 Ž .F p . We consider x x g G y Z G :1 2
w xx x , x s c1 2 2 1
w x w xx x , x s c x , x1 2 3 2 2 3
w x w xx x , x s x , x c .1 2 4 1 4 3
w x ² :Then we have x , x g c , c by Lemma 4.5. Thus we can write1 4 1 2
w x k mx , x s c c for some k, m g F . If we assume m s 0 then1 4 1 2 p
3² : ² :w x w xx x , G s c , c x , x , x , x c s p1 2 1 2 2 3 1 4 3
w x ² :by x , x g c , c , a contradiction by Lemma 4.5. Thus m / 0 and2 3 1 3
<² w x w x : < 2 w xsince it should be that c , c x , x , x , x c s p , we have x , x s1 2 2 3 1 4 3 2 3
cqcm
y1
for some q g F . We put x s x qm x m. Then we haveÃ1 3 p 3 1 3
x , x s cÃ2 3 3
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py1 i j Ž . Ž .and G s D x x C x is a coset decomposition of G by C x . WeÃi, js0 1 3 G 2 G 2
replace x and cm with x and c , respectively. Then we haveÃ3 2 3 2
w xx , x s c1 2 1
w xx , x s c1 3 2
w xx , x s c .2 3 3
6 Ž .In this case we show that G is of order p . We put X [ C xi G i
Ž . Ž .i s 1, 2, 3 . We assume X l X l X ¤ Z G and let z g X l X l1 2 3 1 1 2
. Ž . w² : xX y Z G . We may assume c f z , G without loss of generality.3 1 1
Ž . py1 i j Ž .Then there exist ¤ , w g G y Z G such that G s D ¤ w C z is ai, js0 G 1
Ž .coset decomposition of G by C z . We consider z x :G 1 1 1
w xz x , x s c1 1 2 1
w xz x , x s c1 1 3 2
w x w x w xz x , ¤ s z , ¤ x , ¤1 1 1 1
w x w x w xz x , w s z , w x , w .1 1 1 1
w x w x ² : ²w x w x: w² : xSince x , ¤ , x , w g c , c and c f z , ¤ , z , w s z , G , we1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
w² : x ² :have z x , G s c , c , c , a contradiction. Thus X l X l X s1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z G . Next, we assume X l X ¤ Z G and let z g X l X y Z G .1 2 2 1 2
w x i jThen we have z , x s c c for some i, j g F . We assume i / 0. We2 3 2 3 p
consider x x :2 3
w x y1 y1x x , x s c c2 3 1 1 2
w x y1x x , x s c2 3 2 3
w x yi yjx x , z s c c .2 3 2 2 3
w² : x ² :Then we have x x , G s c , c , c , a contradiction. Similarly for the2 3 1 2 3
Ž .case j / 0 we also have a contradiction. Thus X l X s Z G . We have1 2
Ž .X l X s X l X s Z G in the same way. Now we have1 3 2 3
2 < < < <p G X X rX s X rX l X G p.1 2 1 2 1 2
< < 2We assume X rX l X s p . Then we can write2 1 2
py1
i jX rX l X s x z X l XŽ .D2 1 2 2 3 1 2
i , js0
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Ž . w x w xfor some z g G y Z G . We have z , x / 1 / z , x by z f X l3 3 1 3 3 3 1
X s X l X . Thus2 2 3
² : ² :w x w xz , x x s z , x g x , G l x x , G3 1 2 3 1 1 1 2
² : ² : ² :s c , c l c , c c s c .1 2 1 2 3 1
w x k kHence we can write z , x s c for some k g F . We consider x z :3 1 1 p 2 3
k k w xx z , x s x , x z , x s 1.2 3 1 2 1 3 1
k Ž .Thus x z g X l X s Z G , a contradiction.2 3 1 2
< < 2 < < < Ž . < 3Therefore we have G : X s p , X rX l X s p, and Z G s p ;2 2 1 2
< < 6 Ž . Ž .thus G s p . Hence we know that GrZ G and D G are elementary
abelian p-groups of order p3 and the commutator relations are
w xx , x s c1 2 1
w xx , x s c1 3 2
w xx , x s c .2 3 3
Ž .Hence G and H of a are isoclinic.
Ž . ² :2 Suppose that c g c , c . We first replace x , x , x , x for3 1 2 1 2 3 4
convenience. We can write
w x i jx , x s c c2 3 1 2
= w² : x ² :for some i g F and for some j g F write x , G s c , c . Now wep p 2 1 2
put x s xyj x , x s x i x , and x s x iŽ jy1 .x jy1 . Then we haveÃ Ã Ã2 1 2 3 1 3 4 1 4
x , x s cÃ1 2 1
x , x s cÃ1 3 2
x , x s 1Ã Ã2 3
x , x s c .Ã Ã2 4 2
We replace x , x , and x with x , x , and x , respectively. Similarly ifÃ Ã Ã2 3 4 2 3 4
w x w xx , x / 1 then we replace x , x and we may have x , x s 1. Thus we1 4 1 4 1 4
have the commutator relations
w xx , x s c1 2 1
w xx , x s c1 3 2
w xx , x s 11 4
w xx , x s 12 3
w xx , x s c .2 4 2
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< Ž . < 2 w² : x Ž . Ž .If D G s p then we have x , G s D G for all x g G y Z G by
 Ž .4Lemma 4.5, and the conjugacy class containing x is xz; z g D G .
< Ž . < 3 <² : Ž . Ž . <Hence we can assume D G s p . We have x , x , x D G rD G1 2 3
3 ² : Ž . i j ks p . We assume x g x , x , x D G . Then we can write x s x x x z4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3
Ž . w xfor some i, j, k g F and some z g D G . However we have then x , xp 2 4
i <² : Ž . Ž . <s c s c , a contradiction. Thus we have x , x , x , x D G rD G s1 2 1 2 3 4
4 Ž .p . Hence G is not any group of the case 1 .
w² : x ² : w xNow choose y g G such that y, , G / c , c . We assume x , y /1 2 1
w x ² :1. Let z g G such that y, z f c , c . Then we may assume that1 2
²w x w x: 2 w x ²w xx , y , x , x is of order p , and obviously we have y, z f x , y ,1 1 2 1
w x: Ž . < Ž . < 3x , x . Thus by the case 1 we have GrD G s p , a contradiction.1 2
w x w x w xHence x , y s 1. Similarly we have x , z s x , y s 1. Now we con-1 1 2
sider x x y:1 3
w x y1x x y , x s c1 3 1 2
w xx x y , x s c1 3 2 1
w x w x w xx x y , z s x , z y , z .1 3 3
w x ² : w x ² :Then we have x , z f c , c by y, z f c , c . Therefore by the case3 1 2 1 2
Ž .1 we have a contradiction. This completes the proof.
< Ž . < 3 < Ž . < 2Proof of Theorem 4.2. We first have D G s p and Z G s p by
Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 4.4. Then there exist x , x g G such that1 2
w x Ž . Ž . w x Ž .x , x g D G y Z G . We put y s x , x . Obviously D G s1 2 1 2
² Ž .:y, Z G .
w x ²We assume x , y s 1. Then there exists z g G such that z f x ,1 2
Ž .: Ž .C y since GrZ G is an elementary abelian p-group. We put 1 / w sG
w xy, z . Then by Witt's identity,
y1 y1 y1 y1w xx , x , z x , z , x z , x , x s 1.1 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .Then the middle term is 1 by C x G D G and we haveG 1
y1y1 y1z , x , x s w / 1.1 2
w y1 x Ž . Ž . w y1 x i =By z, x g D G y Z G , we can write z, x s y ¤ for some i g F1 1 p
Ž . w y1 y1 xy1 w i y1 xy1 w y1 xiand some ¤ g Z G . Thus w s z, x , x s y ¤ , x s x , y .1 2 2 2
Ž .Then we have x f C y and2 G
py1
i jG s z x C yŽ .D 2 G
i , js0
Ž .is a coset decomposition of G by C y . Hence by Lemma 4.5,G
² : ² : ² :w x w xw xy , G s y , z , y , x s w ,2
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w x w xa contradiction. Therefore x , y / 1. Similarly we have x , y / 1. Next,1 2
²w x: ²w x: =we assume x , y s x , y . Then there exists i g F such that1 2 p
w xix , y1
w x w yi x w yi xs x , y and we have x x , y s 1. However, since x , x x s y, we2 1 2 1 1 2
w y1 xhave x x , y / 1 by the above argument. Hence we have a contradic-1 2
w x w x Ž . ² :tion. We put x , y s z , x , y s z . Then Z G s z , z .1 1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we claim C y s D G . We assume C y ¤ D G and let ¤ gG G
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .C y y D G . Then we have ¤ , w g Z G for all w g G. Indeed if weG
w x Ž . w x w xhave ¤ , w f Z G for some w g G then we have ¤ , y / 1 by ¤ , w g
Ž . Ž . w² : xD G y Z G and the above argument, a contradiction. Thus ¤ , G s
² :z , z by Lemma 4.5.1 2
w x Ž .We assume x , ¤ / 1. A left coset decomposition of G by C x is1 G 1
py1
i jG s x y C x .Ž .D 2 G 1
i , js0
Then we have
w x i j yŽ jŽ jq1..r2x , g ; g g G s z y z ; i , j g F 4  41 1 2 p
w x ² : w x 4 ² : wand x , ¤ g z , z l x , g ; g g G s z . Hence we can write x ,1 1 2 1 1 1
x k = w yk x yk Ž .¤ s z for some k g F . Then we have x , ¤y s 1 and ¤y g C y1 p 1 G
Ž . yk w xy D G . Thus we may replace ¤y with ¤ . Then we show that x , ¤ s 1.2
Ž .Now a left coset decomposition of G by C x x isG 1 2
py1
i jG s x y C x x .Ž .D 1 G 1 2
i , js0
Then we have
i yj Ž jŽ jq1..r2w xx x , g ; g g G s z z y z ; i , j g F 4 Ž .½ 51 2 1 2 1 p
w x w x ² : w x 4 ² :and x x , ¤ s x , ¤ g z , z l x x , g ; g g G s z z . Hence1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
w x Ž .mwe can write x , ¤ s z z for some m g F . Now a left coset decom-2 1 2 p
Ž .position of G by C ¤x isG 2
py1
i jG s x y C ¤xŽ .D 1 G 2
i , js0
w x 4  i yj Ž jŽ jy1..r2 4and we have ¤x , g ; g g G s z y z ; i, j g F . However since2 2 1 p
mw x w x w x¤x , ¤ s x , ¤ s z z g ¤x , g ; g g G 4Ž .2 2 1 2 2
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w xwe have m s 0. Hence x , ¤ s 1. Therefore a left coset decomposition of2
Ž .G by C ¤x isG 1
py1
i jG s x y C ¤xŽ .D 2 G 1
i , js0
w x 4 w x 4and ¤x , g ; g g G s x , g ; g g G . Now, choose w g G such that1 1
w x¤ , w s z . Then we have2
w x w x w x w x w x¤x , w s ¤ , w x , w g ¤x , g ; g g G l x , g ; g g G z ; 4  41 1 1 1 2
however, the set on the right-hand side is empty, a contradiction.
Ž . Ž . < < 5 < Ž . < 2Therefore we have C y s D G and G s p by GrC y s p . WeG G
know
GrZ G s x Z G , x Z G , yZ G ; x Z G , x Z G s yZ G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .² 1 2 1 2
p p p
x Z G s x Z G s yZ G s Z G ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .:Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . ² :D G s y, z , z is an elementary abelian p-group, and the commutator1 2
w x w x Ž .relations are x , y s z and x , y s z . Hence G and H of b are1 2 2
isoclinic.
5. EXAMPLES
 n4 Ž .We know two series of the stem groups of conjugate type 1, p n G 1 .
Ž w x.EXAMPLE 5.1 Ito 4 . Let G be a group which is defined by
w xa , a , . . . , a , b , b , . . . , b ; a , a s b ,² 1 2 n 12 13 ny1, n i j i j
a p s a p s b p s 1 1 F i § j F n .:Ž .i n i j
ŽnŽnq1..r2  ny14Then G is the stem group of order p and conjugate type 1, p .
Ž .Theorem 4.1 1 is the case of n s 3.
The following theorem which the next example needs is owing to
Macdonald.
w xTHEOREM 5.2 6, Theorem 4.1 . For each prime p, each e¤en positi¤e
integer m, and each positi¤e integer n with m G 2n, there exists a Camina
< Ž . < m < Ž . < ngroup G of class 2 such that G : D G s p , D G s p .
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let G be a Camine group with nilpotency class 2 and
< Ž . < m < Ž . < nGrD G s p , D G s p . Then obviously G is a stem group of conju-
 n4gate type 1, p and it is known that m is even and m G 2n. Conversely,
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Theorem 5.2 guarantees the existence of a Camina group which satisfies
the condition. However it seems that the problem of classifying all isoclin-
ism classes of Camina p-groups of order pmq n is difficult. For example the
number of isoclinism classes of Camina p-groups of order p4q2 is 1, and in
the case of odd prime p its representative is the group
w x w x² a , a , a , a , b , b ; a , a s a , a s b ,1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 1
w x w x ga , a s b , a , a s b ,1 3 2 2 4 2
p p p p p p :a s a s a s a s b s b s 1 ,1 2 3 4 1 2
where g is a nonquadratic residue in F , and in the case of p s 2,p
w x w xa , a , a , a , b , b ; a , a s a , a s b ,² 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 1
w x w xa , a s b , a , a s b b ,1 3 2 2 4 1 2
a2 s a2 s a2 s a2 s b2 s b2 s 1 .:1 2 3 4 1 2
That of order 26q2 is 1 and its representative is the group
a , a , a , a , a , a , b , b ;² 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2
w x w x w xa , a s a , a s a , a s b ,1 2 3 4 5 6 1
w x w x w x w xa , a s a , a s a , a s a , a s b ,2 3 4 5 1 6 1 4 2
a2 s b2 s 1 i s 1, 2, . . . , 6, j s 1, 2 .:Ž .i j
However we do not know how many isoclinism classes any other case has.
 4EXAMPLE 5.4. We have the stem group of conjugate type 1, 8 , unless
it is one of the cases in the Examples 5.1 and 5.3, and it is
w x w xa , a , a , a , b , b , b , b ; a , a s b , a , a s b ,² 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 1 3 2
w x w xa , a s b , a , a s b ,1 4 3 2 3 4
w x w xa , a s b b , a , a s b ,2 4 1 2 3 4 1
a2 s b2 s 1 i s 1, 2, 3, 4 .:Ž .i i
w xWe find out these examples from James's list 5 and the 2-groups library
in GAP. The groups of Theorem 4.2 and Example 5.4 are not contained in
 n4 Ž .Examples 5.1 and 5.3. For the case of conjugate type 1, p n G 3 it is
difficult to find such an exceptional case even for the case of n s 3.
Moreover Theorem 2.5 is not useful for those cases.
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